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Abstract. is paper investigates some semantic properties of concurrent logic languages. Concur- 
rent logic languages with a commit operator differ from pure iogic languages :n rhe finite failure 
set. Since the new finite failure set depends on the computation rule, we define an operational 
semantics based T ., a :! p’tralle? computation rule and a fair search rule. ailures with a 
computation rule are shown to fated to partial computed answer substitutions. 
t of partial computed answer and the set of finite failures are defined as the I 
point of a transformation on pairs of interpretations. 
In this paper, we are interested in some issues concerning the commit operator 
and its semantics. The commit operator is a primitive which was first introduced in 
the relational parallel language [4] and is present in many concurrent languages, 
such as PARLOC [5], Concurrent Prolog [21] and GI-IC [27]. he mechanism of 
~:a.s sxpliciily designed for concurrent logic language o allow nondeter- 
trol. As already noted in other papers [ 171, the commit operator strongly 
emantics. In particular, the notions of success and finite failure sets [ 
must be reconsidered in the case of Io rograms with the commit 
nature of the co 
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mitt e logic languages 
Committed-choice logic languages are based on orn Clause Logic (HC1L), 
extended with t e commit operator [4,21,22,5,27-J, which was int duced in concur- 
rent logic langnages. We do not consider the other relevant extension of concurrent 
logic languages, i.e. synchronization (such as explicit mode declarations or read-only 
variables). Le amidessi [ 131 proposed an approac o the semantics of 
synchronization and Levi [ 111, Falaschi et al. [S] proposed a different approach to 
the synchronization mechanism of Flat GHC. We are currently investigating the 
possibility of combining our approach with that in [ 131 to obtain a semantics for 
both the synchronization and the control mechanisms. 
In the following we assume, for a given program, to be the set of functors 
(with definite arity), denoted by Q, & c, . . . t P to be the set of predicates (with 
definite arity), denoted by p5 Q, r, . . . , and X to be a denumerable set of variables, 
x, y, z, . . . . Constants are 0-adic functors. 
The set of terms T is the minimal set such that 
(i) Xe_ T, 
(ii) Vc~F,cn-adic,Vtr ,..., t,,~T,c(t~ ,..., t&T. 
A substitution 9 is a mapping from X to T. An atom is a formula p( t,, . . . , t,,) 
wherepEPand t*,...,t,ET. 
A program is a finite set of clauses of the following form 
H+G ,,..., G,/B1 ,..., B,, (m,naO) 
where H (head), the Gi (guards) and the Bj (body processes) are atoms. “I” is the 
commit operator. The predicates which appear in the guards are assumed to be 
defined by standard Horn clauses (without commit). 
The corresponding pure logic program is obtained simply by replacing “I” with “,” 
and by interpreting the Gi and the Bj as standard atoms. 
A goal statement (goal) is a clause of the form +B, , . . . , Bn (n 2 0). If n = 0, the 
goal is the empty clause (denoted by Cl). 
The operational semantics of committed-choice languages is the same as pure 
logic languages, apart from the following rule (rule of commitment [28]: “When 
some clause C called by a goal G succeeds in solving its guard, clause C tries to 
be selected for the execution of G. To be selected, C must first confirm that no 
other clauses have been selected for G. If this is the case, C is selected and the 
execution of G commits to C.” 
Fure commitment (without synchronization) does not affect the success et seman- 
tics [ 151, pro-vi ed that we assign the success set a different meaning. In fact, any 
answer substitution, computed in the corresponding pure HCL program, is poten- 
itted-choice program, where, however, we ate not 
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a nonempty intersection \vith the success et [26]. A good semantic characterization 
of a committed-choice program cannot be based on the success et only. In fact, a 
query cp(x) can terminate either with one (and only one) answer which belongs 
to the success set, or .with the ansVveC “p(x) fails” even if the success set contains 
instances of p(x). 
[ 101. ( P ) Partition ( u, [v 1 x], [v 1 xl], x2) + v < u 1 Fartition( u, x, xl, x,). 
(2) Partition(u,[vlx],x,,[vlx2])Cu6v(Partition(u,x,x,,xz). 
(3) Partition( u, [ 1, [ 1, [ 1) t-. 
This program defines the relation Partition( u, x, x1, x2) where x is a list, x1 is the 
sublist of the elements of x less than u and xZ is the remainder of x. The choice 
between (I) and (2) is guided by the guards. If the computation commits to clause 
(I), v is certainly less than u, and therefore it must be correctiy added to the first 
sublist, and not to the second one. 
Example 2.2. (1) Partition (8.4, [v 1 x], [v 1 x,], x,) + 1 v < 8.4, Partition (u, x, x, , x-J. 
(2) Partition ( u, [v i x], x1 , f v 1 x,]) +- [ u S v, Partition (u, x, x, , x,). 
(3) Partition(u, [ 1, [ 1, [ 1) +. 
In this case, it is possible, because of the empty guards, to commit to clause (3) 
even if v is not less than u. In such a case, the computation fails and clause (2) will 
never be c0nsidert.d. 
The following e::ample shows that the set of finite failures depends upon the 
computation rule. 
Example 2.3. (1) p(x) +- Mx, y), r(y). 
(2) r(s(x)) + I* 
(3) q(.f(x), s(a)) + I- 
(4) df(x), g(x)) + I- 
The goal -p(x), with a rightmost computation rule (where r(y) is reduced before 
q(x, y)), has one possible successful computation only. For the same goal with a 
leftmost computation rule (which forces to reduce q(x, y) first), we have two 
possibilities: either clause (3) is chosen and the computation terminates uccessfully, 
or clause (4) is chosen and the computation terminates with a failure. 
The following example shows that in general the finite failure of a nonground 
goal does not imply the failure of the goal instances. 
A. (1) p(x) +19(x). 
erivation (obtaine to c ses (1) 
$9 
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les suggest he following remarks. 
omputation can terminate with a fail 
y the computation rule. 
rule is not sound for finite failure. In fact, in our 
(,f( a)) can fail, yet nsidered a logical 
(some sound logical e since p(f(a)) is a 
nce of the co~e~~o~~~ 
ossible to infer the r a goal G from the 
ilures for a goal G’, su 
(finite) failures, for a given computation rule, consists of charac- 
terizing the atoms r which there exists at least one (finite y) failing reduction path. 
This problem will be considered in the folloa-aing, in the framework of a specific 
(parallel) computation rule. 
We now introduce some general definitions which extend the classical correspond- 
ing notions to our framework. The computation rule is AND-parallelism, defined 
ss any possible interleaving of the literals in the goal. 
Let W be a program and let Si = c- A,, . . . , A, be a goal statement. 
If 
(a) 3B+G! ,..., G,IB, ,..., &E and 3mgu 6 between B and Aj (1 s js II), 
(b) +(Gw.., G,)6 has a standard refutation computing an answer substitution 
6’9 
(C) Si+~~~(A~,...,Aj_~,B~,...,B~,Aj+~,...,A,)64’. 
then Si+l is a potential reduction of Si using mgu 6 and the computed answer 
bstitution 9’ for the guard G,, . . . , G,. The notation Si J Si+l will denote that 
is a potential reduction of , by substitution 8. If for some n a 0, S = 
8”91S,~‘z~=oc*611Sn’Tand =8,oi+. . -0 &, where 0 is the usual compo- 
sition on substitutions, the relation: Se ‘* T holds. 
ogram and S = +-A,, . . . , A,, be a goal statement. A 
is a (finite or infinite) sequence of potential reduct:ons 
riants of) the clauses of W. 
se a notation w 
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3.3. A goal statement c- I,-**, n has a potential refutation (in 
there exists a derivation 
It’this is the case, a potential derivation of + 
and 6 is the computed answer substitution. 
terminates uccessfully 
is not rewritable if there is no clause in whose head 
is unifiable with A. An atom is not reducible if it is not rewritable or, for every 




Let W be a progra nd S = *AI,. . . , A, be a goal statement. 
derivation for S in can succeed (potential refutation) or fail. 
failed derivation is one which ends in a nonempiy goal containing an atom which 
is not rewritable. A guardedfailed derivation is one which ends in a nonempty goal 
containing an atom which is not reducible. 
In our definition we do not consider infinite computations as failures. 
From the above definitions it is easy to see that the only difference between the 
concept of potential derivation, potential refutation, etc... and the conventional SLD 
ones [l] is that the use of a clause for a reduction in a committed-choice language 
requires a preliminary solution of its guard. Definition 3.5 distinguishes two kinds 
of finite failures for potential derivations. The notion of failed derivation is similar 
to the standard one, while the notion of guarded failed derivation takes into account 
possible failures caused by the guards. 
The main difference between a committed-choice program and the corresponding 
standard HCL program, apart from the evaluation of guards, is that every (commlt- 
ted) derivation is, roughly speaking, deterministic. Namely, the commit operator 
allows only one derivation and backtracking is inhi ited. There is still a degree of 
uncertainty in the choice of the clause to be used for reduction when more guards 
are satisfied. This kind of nondeterminism, typical of committed-choice languages, 
is usually called “don’t care” nondeterminism because it is based on the assumption 
that the specific clause chosen for reduction is not relevant o the search 
The operational semantics is defined in two parts. 
success set, while the second corresponds to the set of finite failures. 
If p is a predicate, then the Success et of p is 
such that p(tL. ., t3-‘*0,8(t;)= t,, . . . . 8(t;)= t,} 
nitely failing at0 
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The actual difference between the standard finite failure set [l] for clause 
logic and the new definition of FFG is, intuitively, based on the use o ifferent 
quantifiers. In the standard one, the goal has only failed (fair) derivations, whilst 
in the new one the goal has at least one failed derivation. 
nd a fixpoint characterization of FFG( p). We simulate the behaviour 
tation rule by a bottom-up transformation. This relies on some 
puted answer substitution, since failures ca occur because of 
intermediate variable bindings produced by partia! (N -9 necessarily successful) 
derivations. This information cannot be obtained from the s andard minimal Her- 
brand model, because 
es not allow us to determine the actual computed answer substitutions, 
(ii) it does not characterize partial derivations. 
A solution to the first problem can be found in a different semantics recently 
proposed for pure logic programs [6,7]. In the next section we give an overview of 
the definitions and results which are used in our framework. Section 5 presents a 
new result, i.e. a solution to the problem of the characterization of the set of partial 
computed answer substitutions. 
antics for standard 
The Herbrand universe U (for a given program) is the set of equivalence classes 
(quotient set) of T with respect to the variance equivalence relation: t = t’ iff there 
exist two substitutions fi and y such that tfi = t’ and t’y = t. 
The new Herbrand universe is different from the standard one, because terms can 
contain variables. 
For the sake of simplicity, the elements of U will have the same representation 
of the elements of T. In the foEowing, the elements of U will denote the correspond- 
ing equivalence classes; i.e. a representative whose variables are renamed, whenever 
it is needed, to avoid confusion with other variables. This also holds for any other 
structure that we will define (Base, Interpretations, etc). We define an ordering 
relation s on U: t c t’ iff there exists a substitution 6 from X to U such that t6 = t’. 
he *Herbrand base B (for a given program) is the set of all the formulas 
(equivalence classes with respect to the induced variance relation) p(tl , . . . 9 t;,), 
where tl, . . . , t, E L’ and p E I? The ordering on U induces an ordering on B. If 
t, s t;, . . . , t,s t; then p(t,,. .., t,)Sp(t;,. . . , t;). 
SkIerbrand interpretations are defined as subsets of B. Variables in the interpreta- 
tions allow us to treat universally quantified formulas in our models and transforma- 
tions. Thanks to the introduction of variables in the Herbrand domain, the notion 
ows [6,7]. Let I be an S-interpretation: 
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an atom A (possibly not ground) is S-true in I iff ‘, such that (the equivalence 
of) A’ belongs to I and A’S A, 
rbrand model (for a given program) is erbrand interpretation such 
that all the clauses of the program are true in As usual, we take the minimal 
model, SW, whose existence is proved in [6,7], as the model-t5eoretic semantics of 
the program. 
The set of Herbrand interpretations In? of a program is a complete lattice 
with respect to set inciusion. B and 0 are, respectively, the top and the bottom 
element. The fixpoint semantics is based on t e following transformation. 
efinitio .l. Let W be a program. The mapping TW on the set of S- 
interpretations, associated to W, is defined as follows 
T,(I)={A’e B[3 t-B ,,..., B,, in W, 
3l?;,...,B;EI, 
36=mgu((BL.., 3, (B,,...,Bn)), 
and A’ = A6). 
Falaschi et al. [6,7] show that 
Tw is continuous. Hence lfp( TW) = lub ,,,T”,((d) where lfp(T,) is the fixpoint 
semantics of Tw, and lfp(T& is defined as the (least) fixpoint semantics of the 
program W. 
The set of models is the same as the set of interpretations closed with respect o 
Tw (where an §-interpretation I is closed with respect o TW iff Tw( I) c I). 
The fixpoint and model-theoretic semantics are equivalent, i.e. lfp( T,) = SW. 
Each computed (possibly nonground) answer substitution for a goal G can be 
obtained by unifying the goal G with the atoms contained in SW. 
The (nonground) minimal model SW has stronger properties than the standard 
(ground) minimal model. The following two theorems establish that if a (possibly 
nonground) goal has a refutation, then the computed answer substitutions can be 
characterized by the most general unifiers of the atoms in the goal with the atoms 
in the minimal model SW. These theorems are generalizations of the corresponding 
ones in the ground case (see [ 14, Theorems 7.1,7.4 and Corollary 7.31). 
Given a goal G and a substitution 8, 8iG denotes the restriction gf 9 to the 
variables of G. G I+‘* 0 specifies that G has an SLID-refutation wit 
answer substitution 8. 
(A 
I 
l,“‘, such S;, = 
(Strong Comple 
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5. Partial answer s 
In [14], the notion of computed answer substitution depends on the notion of 
refutation. 9 is a computed answer substitution for the program and the goal G 
iff 36’GH3”r]land4=fijG. The next definition introduces a notion of computed 
answer substitution that is more general than the one in [14]. This generalization 
is necessary to give the semantics that will be defined in Section 6. 
Let W be a HCL program and G be a goal. 8 is a partial computed 
answer substitution for the program W v G iff 36’ GH”* G’ and 9 = a[G. 
A partial computed answer substitution is given by restricting the composition 
of the substitutions used in a derivation to the variables of the initial goal. Obviously, 
a computed answer substitution is a partial computed substitution where the deriva- 
tion is a refutation. 
We propose a method to characterize the set of partial (computed) answer 
substitutions in a declarative way; analogous to the characterization of the computed 
answer substitutions given by SW. This is possible by defining a simple transformation 
on programs. 
pritio .2. Let W be a HCL program. 
Pr( W) = {P(X) e- .I F is a n-ary predicate in W and x is a n-tuple of 
distinct variables} 
Part( W) = ?VU Pr( W) 
Pr( W) represents a new set of facts corresponding to predicates appearing in W. 
Part(W) is the set given by adding the new clauses of Pr( W) to the program W. 
Part( W), as is shown by the following theorems, has the nice property to characterize 
exactly the set of partial computed answer substitutions of W. Informally, the clauses 
r( W) al!ow us to transform any (partial) derivation into a refutation. Let us 
now prove that the set of partial computed answer substitutions for W and Part( W) 
is the same. We prove this result by showing that, given a goal 6, for any derivation 
in the program W, there exists a corresr;nding derivation in Part( W) computing 
the same answer substitution, and vice versa. 
5.3. 1 cl W be a HCL program and G be a goal. 6 is a partial computed 
answer substit tion for the program W u G iff 6 is a partial computed answer 
substitution for the program Part( W) u 6. 
rogram The sa erivation 
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Let us now consider a derivation for G in Part( W). The proof is by induction 
on the number n of clauses of Pr( ) used in the derivation. 
(n = 0): In this case the derivation uses only clauses which are also in W. 
(n > 0): Assume our derivation is 
G- a’* G’ _g; G” w a”‘* G”’ 
where Ci is the first clause of Pr( W) used in the derivation. Let us now consider 
the reduction G’ -T,‘G” and the structure of the substitution 6”. Clearly a”= 
mgu(P( t), P(X)) for some predicate P(t) in G’ and the corresponding predicate 
P(X) in Pr( W). By definition of Pr( W), P(X)&‘= P(t). Thus 6” modifies the values 
of some new variables introduced in this step of derivation, and these variables do 
not affect the composition of substitutions. Therefore 
(1) 
Let us now simply consider the derivation G - “* G’ -‘I”* G”’ where P(t) is not 
rewritten, and therefore G”” = G”’ plus the atom P(t) (possibly more instantiated). 
This derivation uses n - 1 clauses of Pr( W). Hence, by the inductive hypothesis, 
there exists a derivation for G in W which gives the same answer substitution S’S;&, 
and, by (0, 
S’S”79; = s%.Y;. rJ 
Theorem 5.4. Let W be a HCL program and G be a goal. 6 is a partial computed 
answer substitution for the program %Wv G iff 6 is a computed answer substitution for 
the program Part( W) v G. 
roof. By Theorem 5.3 the set of partial computed answer substitutions of W is 
equal to the set of partial answer substitutions of Part( W). Therefore, it is sufficient 
to prove that 8 is a partial computed answer substitution for Part( W) u G iff it is 
a computed answer substitution. Let us consider a derivation G- “* G’ for G in 
Part(W). Let S;G = 6 and consider a refutation of G’ using clauses of Pr( W). 
GH lY’* G’H “‘* q . Clearly, Sb* = E. Therefore, this refutation computes the answer 
substitution 19’8;~ = a/G = 6. 
We can now characterize the set of partial computed answer substitution of a 
program W, simply considering the minimal model of the augmented program 
S Part( W) l In fact, by Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 SPart( w) characterizes the set of computed 
answer substitutions of Part( W), and, by Theorem 5.4, the set 
substitutions of Part( e set of partial answer s 
We are interested, m potential derivations 
programs. The notion of partial computed answer substitution obviously extends 
to the notion of partial potential compute 
tion of potential derivation 
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standard Horn cl ses), the set of partial potential computed answer substitutions 
can be generated sing the following construction. 
Let W be a committed-choice program. 
+ .I P is a n-ary predicate appearing in the body or 
the head of some clause in W and x is a n-tuple of 
distinct variables} 
JW)= WvPr,(W) 
.6. Let W be a committed-choice program and be a goal. 6 is a partial 
mputed answer substitution for the program v G i# 6 is a computed 
answer substitution for the program PartJ W) v 6. 
Similar to the case of partial computed answer substituGons for HCL 
Thus, given a committed-choice program W, the set of partial potential computed 
answer substitutions is represented by Spart,_( w). Moreover, the subset of the (non- 
ground) minimal model corresponding to the predicates appearing in the guards 
does not change when we augment he clauses to obtain the partial computed answer 
substitutions. This depends on the choice of using a different mechanism to evaluate 
guards, that is to have standard HCL programs for guards. Refutations are the only 
allowed partial computations for guards. 
xa e 5.7. Let us consider the program W: 
(1) PW + 4(x) I r(x) 
0 PW +I 
(3) q(a) +. (standard HCL clause) 
(4 q(c) +I* 
(5) r(a) +-I- 
6) 0) +-I- 
The standard (ground) minimal model would be the set 
{q(a), q(c), p(a), p(b), r(a), r(b)}. The new program for potential partial computa- 
tions can easily be constructed: 
Pr( w) = {(7)p(d + I, (8) r(x) f- I}. 
v Pr( W). 
ma1 augmented model is the following: 
), (5), (6), (7) an 
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T-2 
1 Part,;, W)(0) = T ~~rt‘;( w~{P(x), r(x), p(a), p(b), q(a), q(c), da), r(b)}) 
= {p(c), P(X), GA p(a), p(b), q(a), q(c), r(a), r(b)), 
where p(c) is added by applying q(c) and r(x) to clause (1). 
TL‘;( w,(0) = Gmt,( w,(a). 
Thus T~~~rj( W,(‘) = ‘Part(;( W) = b(c), P(X), r(x), p(a), P@), q(a), r(a), r(W). The 
elements of SpartCj( w) represent the corresponding equivalence classes. Therefore 
variable names are not meaningful. Note, for example, that p(c) does not belong 
to the standard minimal model. We can note that, starting from the goal -p(x), 
clause (1) can be applied and the guard has a refutation computing the partial 
potential answer substitution (x = c}. The same substitution can be computed by 
the unification of an atom in SPartCj( w)and the atoms in the query itself. (x = c} is 
the mgu of the atom p(x) in the query, and the atom p(c) in SPart(;( w). Spart(;( w) 
allows us to characterize the standard computed answer substitutions for Part( 
For example, by the unification of p(x) and atoms in SPaFICj,W), it can be shown 
that *p(x) has four possible computed answer substitutions, i.e. the empty one, 
and the substitutions {x = a}, {x = b}, {x = c}. 
of tiie hailing atoms 
The problem consists of characterizing the set FFG. Our characterization of FFG 
takes into account the notion of partial computed (nonground) answer substitutions, 
and the related properties. The definitions of the transformations, which are given 
in the rest of this section, are always related to the nonstandard definition of 
Herbrand universe and Herbrand Base, whose terms are possibly nonground. 
Throughout this section we will refer to the lattice Int of S-Herbrand interpretations 
under set inclusion, which was introduced in Section 4. In our mappings on Herbrand 
interpretations, variables of clauses are implici;ly renamed when an mgu with some 
atom is computed. This is possible because we can choose an appropriate representa- 
tive of the equivalence class with respect to the variance relation and avoid the 
technical complications due to the possible collisions of variable names. Given a 
program w SPart,;( W) will always denote the (nonground) minimal model for partial 
computations introduced in Section 5. 
[Cl, : H’ - B’, , * . . , Bi, denotes the instance 
under the substitution A. 
Let us introduce the relation E’. 
interpretation L, the relation E 0 
BI, E L such that (B, , . 
,&h EL denotes that t 
As a first step towards a complete ch 
exists a finitely failing deriv 
er terpretat~~~s to 
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Let I be a Herbrand interpretation, W be a program, and SPartG( w) 
be the minimal model for partial computations. 
= (H: 1X E W such that 3mgu(H, head(C)) 
or 
XCE W such that amgu(H, head(C))=h 
and [C],:H’+B’, ,..., B’,(B’,+ ,,..., Bk 
such that 3km+lsksn B~A’EI, 
Roughly speaking, the condition 
in the definition of TF shows that Bi,, . . . , Bi-,, Bi,,, . . . , BL are involved in a 
partial computation, and that they are partially reduced computing the binding A’. 
Moreover, the condition m + 1 G k corresponds to requiring a refutation of the 
guards. We are able to handle the bindings computed from partial computations 
thanks to the minimal model SPart,_( w) introduced in Section 5. 
roposition 6.2. TF is continuous. 
roof. Let D be a direct in lrnt. We must prove that T&lub(D)) = lub( T(D)). 
HE T,(lub(D))@(+CE W such that 3mgu(H, head(C))) or (XX W such that 
3mgu( H, head(C)) = h and ([Cl, : N’ c- B’, , . . . , BL, 3k m + 1 s k 5 n such that 
( 
I 
19***, Bi-,, BL+,,..., BL)A’ESPartc;(WJ and B$&lub(D))@(+C~ W such 
that 3mgu(H, head( C’,)) or 3 I E D such tha (3C E W such that 
amg&H, head(C))=h and ([Cl,: H’+B’,, . . ., B’,, km-i-lsksn such that 
( 
I 
I,*=*9 %-I 9 ac+*, l l 0 9 El )A’ =Lt~( W) and B#‘E Z)HXE D such that HE 
T,(I)@HElub(T,(D)). Kl 
.3. TF(QJ) = UTZO T:(P)) = leastjixed point of TF3 
. Immediate from Proposition 6.2. Cl 
that the set T;(Q)) characterizes the aet of finitely failing atoms. 
cterization for programs W which satisfy the following quite 
able with the head of some clauses 
least one of the corresponding uards 
ave a failure caused by unsatisfiabi~ity 
fi ai e is e 
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Given a goal G, an atom in G, and a derivation, a successor of A is A or any 
of the successors of the atoms introduced from the reduction of G in the derivation 
itself. 
. Let G 5 c- 04 , , 4,, 50 CT yal. Assume G has a derivation 
GH 2 G, 
6 ~2~ G2 wC3 9 . e-2, G,. 
Let C( Ai) denote the clauses in C 1, . . . , C,,, (in the same order) that correspond to 
the reduction of a successor Of Ai. Let C( i) be the remaining clauses of C, , i . . , C,, 
(in the same order). T&en 
where Gk is a variant of G,. 
roof (Sketch). The proof of the Switching lemma in [ 141 is quite similar. Lloyd 
proves a kind of diamond property for SLD refutations, i.e. switching the order of 
reduction of two atoms in the same goal in a SLD derivation yields to variants of 
the same goal. Therefore, in a SLD derivation, if we have a goal G= 
CAI,...,Ai,...,Aj,... , A, and Ci and Cj are the clauses applied to reduce Ai 
and Aj respectively, then 
GM, ‘; G I++2 Gz and G-2 GI-z GG 
where G2 and Gi are variants. The same property holds in the case of potential 
derivations (see Definitions 3.1,3.2), provided we interpret 6,) 6*, 0: , 8: as the 
compound substitutions given by Definition 3.1. Then an easy inductive argument 
proves that the lemma holds. Notice that this lemma asserts a kind of Church-Rosser 
property for potential derivations. Cl 
core 5. FFG = T;(P))_ 
roof. (a) Let us prove FFG C_ T;(0) first. (By induction on the number t of clauses 
applied in the failing path). Let A E FFG ; we prove that A E T;(O). 
Assume first that t = 0. If +A immediately fails, A is clearly not r 
definition of TF, any atom which is not rewritable, i.e. any atom 
1X E W su& that Zmgu(bJ: !x&( C)), belongs to TF( I) for any I. Thus 
Now asFume that the result holds for derivations of 
H +- 4 9 l - l Y &l I &+, , l l l 9 B, is the clause C, a 
and fi, be the mgu of 
length s B - 11. Assume 
I 
potential reduction is $II&, i.e. the composition of 6, and t 
computed from the refutation of t 
M++,...,-, + 0 l l 
ea e ato 
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Assume is a successor of Bk in the derivation. By Lemma 6.4, 
us there exists, by 
oreover, by Lemma 6.4, 
(G”” is in general ditierent from G’” ), i.e. G”“” contains an atom which is not rewritable. 
hus B&V is the root of a failing path of length s t - 1, and therefore, by the 
inductive hypothesis, 
Let A = &, and [C],,:H6, t-(B, ,..., 8,)6,. 
and, by (1) and (2) &(+ = &$.WE T;(g). Th us, by definition of TF, any atom 
ose mgu with N is 9, belongs to TF( T:(O)). Hence 
Let us prove now that T”,(0) c_ FFG. Assume that A belongs to T:(O). The13 
longs to T:(0), for some t E We prove the asse n by induction on 1, 
Assume: fiW that t = 1. Then AE T ) means that -dC E such that there exists 
ence A has a finitely failing derivation. 
he restilt holds for t - 1. Assume A E T;(0). Then 
such that 3mgu(A, Ilead( or 
such that 3mgu(A, head(C)) = h ‘and 
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Case (a) is obvious. Let us consi er the other case. 
) head(C)) = h means that a first reduction couid be 
the condition that the guard of C has a refutation. Now, according to the definition 
of relation E and by Theorem 5.4, if 
then there exists a partial derivation for 
. . .9 &-*,~~**,=.., %I, 
which corresponds to a refutation of the atoms in the guard, and which, if restricted 
to the variables of (I?;, . . . , BL_,. Bk+i,. . . , k ), computes the substitution A ‘. 
starting from A, by means of a derivation, we reach a goaO containing the atom 
B~A’E T’,-‘(H) (m + 16 k s n), which, by the inductive hypothesis, has a finitely 
failing derivation. El 
T:(o) can also be used to characterize finite failures af goal statements, as is 
shown by the next theorem. 
Let W be a program and G = +A,, . . . ) A,, be a goal statement. Then 
Gfinitelyfaiisijf31; f~k6nnuch that (A1,...,Ak_,,Ak+,,...,A,)/\rf~SParrr;,W) 
and Akh’ E T:(O). 
roof. By definition of FFG, an atom A can finitely fail iff AE FFG. Therefore a 
goal statement G can finitely fail iff, possibly after a partial computation, one of 
the atoms in the (derived) goal statement belongs to FFG. Thus, by Theorem 5.6, 
and Lemma 6.4 with arguments imilar to the proof of Theorem 6.5, C-A,, . . . , A, 
can finitely fail iff 3k 1 s k c n such that ( 19=**9 AdA ’ s &trt(;l W) 
and A&E FFG. I-Ience, by Theorem 6.5 A’E T”,(0). cl 
The problem with the transformation & is that it assumes to start with the set 
s Partc;( ?V) l 
However we can use a general property of lattices (see [25, The 
the complete lattices (L, ,C ,), ( Lz, s2), . . . , (L,,, c,), the Cartesian 
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nition 6.7. Let (I, J) be a pair of Herbrand interpretations belon 
lattice product Int x nt, let W be a program 
T&I, J) = ({H: -EKE Mf such that 3mgu(N, head(C)) 
C E W such that 3mgu( H, head(C)) = h 
and [C],:H’+B’, ,..., B~,Ii3~x+, ,..., 
suchthat 3kB~A’Qm+l~k~n 
and (B’,, . . . , Bi_,, Bi+,, . . . , BL)h’ EJ}, 
{A’: 3A f- B,, . . . , B,, in Part,(W), 
3B;,...,B:,cJ, 
and A’ = Aa}). 
We can note that the definition of the first component is similar to that for TF. 
The only difference is in the interpretation J (the second argument of the function), 
which replaces the set SPartG( w). The definition of the second component is the same 
as that given for the transformation TPart,;( w) in Section 5. It only depends on the 
second argument of TG. 
TG is a continuous mapping. 
The proof of continuity can be given by simply proving the continuity of T’, 
spect to its components separately. This is, in fact, a general property of the 
product of lattices with the naturally induced order (see [25, Theorem 6.21). 
As we have already noted, the definition of the second component does not 
epend on the Erst argument of TG. Thus it is equivalent to the definition of the 
function TPartC;( w j that is continuous. 
With a given J9 the continuity of the first component is analogous to that for 
roposition 6.2. 0 
Let w9 VI; k&ate the ith element of the ordered pair (X9 Y), i = I,2 Thus 
(X9 Y)], =X an 
e least fixed point of TG is 
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roof. The proof follows from the fact that the pro Tnt x Tnt of subsets of the 
I-Ierbrand base with set inclusion is a complete lattice and from Proposition 6.8. 0 
We now show that the function TG allows us to compute both the minimal model 
S PartG( W) and the set of finitely failing atoms FFG. 
Let W be a committed-choice program, then 
roof= The equality %(0,0>12 =T&rtG( w)(0) is an immediate consequence of the 
equivalence of the definition of the second component of TG and the definition of 
the function TPartG( w). We also have the stronger property T;,l,<;( &fl) = 
cd0,0)lz l 
For the second part we must prove that T~(O,O)ll c T;(0) and that T;(g) c 
T”,(& @\I,. The first inclusion Tz(0, @I ,! c TF( 0) is obvious. Therefore, it is sufhcient 
to prove that 
C(0) c G(Q), S,l, . 
This corresponds to proving that, for any m, 
G(0) c T”,(0, S>l, (by induction on m). 
Assume first that m = 1. By definition of T,, H E T:(0) iff +lC E W such that 
3mgu(H, head(C)). Then, by definition of TG, and by Proposition 6.9, 
Now assume that the result holds for m - 1. Assume M E Tp(0). 
If 1X E W such that 3mgu( H, head(C)) the case is similar to the previous 
one. Otherwise, there exists a clause C E W such that 3mgu(H, 
head(C)) = h and [C],:H’+B’, ,..., B’,lBl,+ ,,..., B:, such that 
(B 
I 
I,***, BL, 9 K+, 9 l l l 9 BL)h’ EsPartG(W)9 m+ 1 s k and B#‘E T”,-‘(V)). If 
(Bi,. . . , Bi_,Bi+,, . . . , B#’ E’SPa,.+tW) then there exists t’ cuch that 
(B;, . e . , BL, Bk+, , . . l , BL )A’ Z TEaticjc w,(0). with TKart,;( w,(0) = T&(0,0$ 
Moreover, by the inductive hypothesis, 
T:-‘(0) c_ T30,0>1,. 
Thus, by Proposition 6.9, there exists t” such that 
of TG, and assuming t = max( t’, t”), we obtain 
’ E T;(@, @)I,. otonicity 
G== F(0) = TWG(0,0) 1 and &anG( w) = Ka,,;c w,(0) = 
akn 
om 
w so ex e. 
ther component 
ce r(a) and q( b) are the only at s which are not rewritable. 
In fact, in this step, clause (1) can be applied with the atom p(a) obtaining 
[Clause (l)]A :p(a) c- q(a, y), r(y) where A = ix = a) 
and by (q(a, y))A’S Iq(x, a), q(a, b), r(b), q(x, ~4 W, p(aL P(X)} we obtain, 
Lnifying q(a, y) (x, a) the substitution A’ = (y = a, x = a} and then u( y)A’ = 
P(Q) f cA0,0)1, l us p(ak CA%0> 
ilariy we can prove that p(x) and p(b) belong to T&(0, S)l,. The contribution 
et of failures coming from the second component is, thersf re, quite important 
in this example. 
) = T&(0,0). Hence T&(0,0) is the least fixed point of TG. It is easy to 
t the set of finitely failing atoms is in this example exactly 
(x), p(a), p( 6)). For example, we have a finitely failing derivation for p(x) 
using clause (1) first and then clause (3). Similarly for p(a) and p( 6). 
ard satisfiability, by reconsidering Example 
in Example 5.7, the goal +-p(b) can be reduced 
the interpreter tries clause (I), then the goal 
ust have a refutation before applying clause 
1) cannot be applied. Clause (2) immediately 
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+- . (Standard 
(3) 44 +--I* 
(4) 0) + I* 
Let us consider the same goal *p(B). It c-> U&b e reduced by clause (1) only. 
), corresponding to the guard, should have a re tation before applying 
q(b) fails and, therefore, clause ( 1) cannot 
fails. 7&- does not work correctly. In fact, g(b) is not generated. 
In Example 5.7, the guard of clause (1) fails, but there exists an alt rnative (clause 
(2)) which can be applied. In Example 6.13, instead, there are no alternatives to 
the application of clause (1) and, therefore, the failure of the guard causes the 
failure of the whole computation. Thus, a failure in a guard brings to a failure for 
the whole computation only if there are no alternatives to reduce the atom by some 
other clause. Finite failure becomes a global roperay of the clauses whose hea& 
are unifiable with the atom to be reduced. 
lat noncurrent logic languages 
SO far, the kind of predicates that can appear in the guards is essential. In this 
section, we discuss some of the possible choices. A variety of concurrent languages 
which differ for the structure of guards have been defined in the literature. The 
stronger (i.e. general) the guard the more difficult the implementation. Moreover, 
a weaker guard does not necessarily mean that the language loses a lot of its 
expressive power. In the following we will use the notation FFGuardType to indicate 
the set of nonground finite failures for the predicates in the guards. GuardType will 
indicate the kind of predicates allowed in the gLards. The condition of satisfiability 
on guards can be in general not recursive, even if it should always hold in practice. 
Thus, we cannot ha\e a compile time check for that condition, if the guards are 
general. In the most general case., the generation of finite failures with a construction 
similar to that shown in Section 6 becomes more complex. We should 
tite ; lmething about not only the positive information (i.e. refutatio 
CL program corresponding to the atoms in the guar s, but also abou 
(nonground) finite failures for this program, i.e. a generalization of the concept of 
finite failures in the case of stand 
hand, in real logical concurrent lan 
Thus, we can con 
[23] that allow systems 
assume to know the 
a 
c 
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9) be a pair of Herbrand interpretations belo 
lattice product t, let W be a program 
7&( I, J) = ((H: -IX E W such that 3mgu( H, head( 
Q ’ t- G 1 B E W such that 3mgu( ha, H’ = A GA E FFFlat 
OP 
3C E W such that 3mgu( Pr, head(C)) = A 
and [C],:H’-B’, ,..., B:,IBL+,,. .,B:, 
such that Sk ~,i’Qr?r+l<k~n 
and (Bi ,..., BL-,, Bi+l,,.., iYk)A’EJ}, 
{A’: 3A +- B,, . . . , B,, in Part,(W), 
~B;;...,YR;EJ, 
36=mgu((BI,=.=,B:,),(B,,.==,B,,)), 
and A’= A$+}). 
The difference between Definition 6.7 and Definition 7.1 is in the first component 
only. A further condition has been added in order to cope with failures of guards. 
Roughly speaking, the condition VH’ f- G 1 B E W such that 3mgu( H, 19’) = A, 
GA E FFFlat means that, no matter how H is rewritten, a finite failure is caused by 
the guard GA. It is possible to prove that &+,t has all the properties proved for TG 
in Section 6. 
Another important question is how to obtain a characterization for a real (flat) 
concurrent logic language that includes syncronization primitives, as is the case of 
Flat PARLOG, FGHC, FCP(:) [24]. In this case, we believe that the construction 
we have defined can be restated using the techniques defined in [ 11,16,2] to 
characterize the set of partial computed answer substitutions. alamidessi [ 161 has 
defined a function whose fixpoint characterizes the success set of GHC, using 
domains which are compa.tible with ours. In practice, the second component of the 
function T Flat should be obtained as an extension of the definition in [16]. In this 
way we would have a fixpoint (declarative) semantics for both the success et and 
the finite failure sets of a family [24] of real concurrent logic languages. 
ecently, much research has been devoted to defining concurrent logic languages 
with strcng semantic properties. Following Lc$i [ll], Falaschi et al. [8] have 
introduced a cone rrent logic language (NGHC), for which a complete (i.e. always 
applicable) set ;9 unfolding rules has been provided. Gaifman et al. [9] have 
introduced a concurrent logic language for which a compositional semantics is 
e languages have adopted ask and tell guard constraints [20], 
redicates limited to unification constraints.’ 
’ In the case of [S], the ask gu~sds use a particular primitive, similar to the one way system predicate 
of PARLOG. Thus, predisates in the ask part are called one way unification predicates. 
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When guards contain equality constraints only (GuardType = EqGuard), the 
restriction to programs with the guard satisfiability property can be overcome. If 
the partial answer substitution set can be characterized, then the finite failure set 
can be computed by the function of Definition 7.1, where the condition 
VH’ c- G 1 B E W such that 3mgu( U, N’) = A GA E FFEqGuard becomes easier. In fact, 
GA E FFEqGuard is in this case equivalent to +mgu(GA), i.e. there does not exist 
an mgu corresponding to the set of equations GA. owever, to characterize the set 
of partial computed answer substitutions declaratively can be difficult, because of 
the suspension rule. Thus, we are currently investigating this matter. 
l Conclusions 
In this paper we have shown how finite failures can be defined and generated by 
a bottom-up construction in the case of committed-choice programs with guards 
satisfying a condition on satisfiability. If such a condition is not satisfied, the 
construction would require knowledge about the set of (nonground) finite fah!rJres. 
The assumption that we know the standard finite failure set for the predicates 
occurring in the guards is reasonable, since in real logic concurrent languages, 
guards satisfy severe constraints. We have then shown a characterization of the 
finite failure set in the case of fiat guards, and discussed the problem with equality 
guards. We have also discussed how to obtain a complete characterization of real 
concurrent logic languages, providing both a commit operator and synchronization 
primitives as in GHC. In general, we believe that knowing something about the 
negative information of the programs corresponding to the guards can be feasible, 
and we are currently investigating the concept of (nonground) finite failures for 
standard HCL programs. Recently, seve& authors have claimed that concurrent 
logic languages (CLL) are reactive [24,29,9]. An important feature of a CLL is 
interactivity. The behaviour of an interactive grogram suspended waiting for some 
further information from the user corresponds to a partial computation. Hence, we 
believe that our semantics for partial computations can contribute to the development 
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